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Faculty face the finances o f Poly lifestyle
Janelle Eastridge
MLMANCi DAIIV
When Brian Kennelly responded to the adver­tisement for an opening as the modern languages and literature department chair, he knew that the move from St. Louis, Mo., to San Luis Obispo would bring with it a change in the cost of living.With this in mind, Kennelly flew out last May to look at Bella Montaña (he was on the waitlist at the time) and other housing options in San Luis Obispo and its surrounding (and somewhat cheaper, as the case may be) communities.“I felt weird about forking out money I didn’t have on something I had never seen before and that was out of my price range anyway,” he said about Bella Montana.
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At the time, Kennelly figured he could sell the house he had bought nine years earlier in St. Louis (at $90,(MM)) for $150,(MM), leaving him with about $45,(MM) plus his savings to put toward a house in ('alifornia. Because of this, he came here in May with the intention of finding a house in the $1(M),(MM) to $2(M),(MM) range, but Kennelly soon found out that “you can’t find a burned-out car to live in for that.”So, his new limit shitted to S350,(MM). The Atascadero house he finally bought (with the help of his parents) cost him three times what his home in Missouri sold for — far exceeding both his
hopes and his expectations for what he would find.“I’m glad that I am back in C'alifornia. It comes at a steep price, but I’m going to make it work,” Kennelly said.And that’s the attitude — and potential sacrifice — that many newly established C'al Poly staff and faculty must make to move to San Luis Obispo.According to www.bestplaces.net, the median home cost in San Luis Obispo is $.S42,(MM),and the cost of living is 55.7 percent higher than the nation’s average.For some, the decision to move to San Luis Obispo — despite the comparatively high housing and living prices — is one of necessity.“I came here (this academic year) because C'al
see Housing, page 2
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ASI has discussed using solar energy to heat the pool, and the plan possibly turn into a senior project.
Rec C enter
rossing off all the course require- die with roughly half fulfilling their require-C ments prior to graduation — somewhere between the upper division electives and the (ieneral Education Area Ci — all C'al Poly students know they have to deal with those three little letters: CiWR. The (iW R, Graduate Writing Requirement, applies to all majors and all stu­dents at (California State University campuses.
inent with the WPE and the other with the course option.1 he (CSU Board ofTrustees implemented the (>WR in response to a complaint by the pmfessional world that most graduates were not displaying a satisfactory level when it came to writing in the work force.“Our feedback currently is still that weSince 1976, the CCSU system has imposed a have posir writers graduating Cal Poly; wetest to demonstrate a stu­dent’s proficiency in writ­ing prior to graduation.The (»WR allows two options for students look­ing to meet the require­ment. Students can either pass a one-time Writing Proficiency Exam (WPE) offered once a quarter or enroll in a GWR approved course, where they will need to write a proficient in-class essay and receive a C grade or better for the duration of the course.“(ienerally speaking, pass rate for the Writing Proficiency Exam is about 70 per­cent at Cal Poly,” said Mary Kay Harrington, director of the Writing Skills Center. “Although there are some fluctuations, the pass rate has been about the same every quar­ter for the 15 years 1 have worked here; the bulk of those that pass the test pa.ss with a score of eight.”An eight on the 12 point system is the low­est passing score. Failing essays are deemed inadequate in one or more of the criteria; comprehension, organization, development and expression.('al Poly students are split down the mid-
Eveiy student in the 
CSU system must pass 
a writing exam or a 
GWR-approved class 
in order to graduate.
Cassic Gaeto
MUSTANO llAILY
need to have writing across the curriculum, (and) every discipline has different writing needs” Harrington said.Each year the GWR coordinators from the CSU system get together to dis­cuss how to help their stu­dents improve their writ­ing.“The CSU system could do more to encourage better writing with more classes dedicated to it, that is usually a discussion we have at our meetings,” Harrington said. “Often, the responsibility falls onto the English teachers when it should be on all of us to teach it within all fields.” Students who fail their WPE are offered a free 30-minute counseling session with some­one in the Writing Skills Center to review their es.say; many students do not take the opportunity for the extra help, Harrington said. Students receive the notification about the counseling sessions along with their score sheet in the mail.“I think that this requirement is fair; if you cannot pa.ss the test you shouldn’t be able to graduate,” civil engineering senior Ian
see GWR, page 2
Justin  Fassino
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Newly elected Associated Students Inc. President Brandon Souza is teaming up with the Renewable Energy Club to figure out a way to heat the Rec O u te r  pool using solar power.The first step calls for a feasibili­ty analysis by the Renewable Energy Club on how difficult it would be to implement the infra­structure necessary. Club President Neil Bulger said there are a lot of ideas being thrown around, but nothing is set in stone just yet.“We would talk to faculty and see if we could turn it into a senior project,” Bulger said. “We would have to figure out how we would fund it. Would ASI fund it? We have to figure that out.”Bulger also said that it might be possible to get help from the College of Engineering.“(Those are) just some prelimi­nary talks about what it would take to get the pool solar,” Souza said.Souza said that the idea to heat the pool using solar energy came from past ASI staff and has been in the idea phase for a while. One of the goals of the project would be to promote sustainable energy practices on campus facilities.Once the feasibility report is completed, it would be submitted to the University Union Advisory Board, which would review the proposal. The board would then make a suggestion to ASI executive
see Pool, page 2
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l*oly offered me a good job in my field — academic Jobs are relatively hard to get,” said Matthew Moore, a political science professor, in an e-mail interview. “I lived in Vermont before coming to Cal Poly. As a ballpark estimate. I’d say that housing prices are 50 to 60 percent higher here than in Vermont.”For others — like Kennelly, who figured that his job as modern languages and literature department chair would be a challenge — current life circumstances made the decision to move here a relatively easy one.“1 came to San Luis Obispo with the knowledge that I would not be able to afford to buy a house here. Period. That’s OK with me, because my wife and I are empty nesters — our boys are out on their own,” journalism pro­fessor Doug Swanson said in an e-mail.“If I was in a life situation where I had small children at home and needed to buy a house again, I would not have taken the job here, because buying a house here is prohib­itive for someone on my salary who’s coming from a part of the country where real estate prices are reasonable.”The cost of living makes it hard for faculty who are just beginning their families. Though Moore and his wife
eventually bought a house in Atascadero, because "petty much everything south of the C'uesta (irade or near the water was out of our price range,” payments on the house will make saving for parenthood difficult, he said.“We’re very happy with it, but our mortgage payment is a very large chunk of our monthly income, and that makes things less flexible,” he said. “For example, it will make it harder to take time off when we have kids, and it makes it harder to save for long-term expenses like home repairs, sending kids to college and retirement.”Other drawbacks related to housing and living costs fac­ulty listed included San Luis Obispo’s lack of discount stores, such as Wal-Mart and K-Mart; the county’s shortage of entry-level jobs for college graduates; the city’s focus on tourism, rather than its residents and high gas prices.But then there are the beaches, outdoor recreation opportunities and year-round nice weather. lu the end, the pros and cons must be weighed and taken together. It’s a balancing act all potential faculty members must make.As Bill Durgin, who came here from Massachusetts last fall to fill the position of provost and vice president for aca­demic affairs said,“I think the Central Coast is a beautiful and expensive area in which to live.”
Read niursday’s paper to learn how Cal Poly deals with 
attracting new faculty ntenthers to San Lids Obispo.
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director Rick Johnson and Cal Poly President Warren Baker on a course of action.The feasibility report could be finished as early as next fall.In the meantime, Bulger said he is busy getting together a group of students and faculty, most from the mechanical engineering depart­ment, that could tackle some of the problems facing installation.One of those is the new natural gas boilers on the roof of the Rec
Center that currently heat the pool. They were both installed two years ago, and have an expected life of five years. But if action is taken to replace them with a solar system, the school would have to figure out something to do with them.Bulger said the Renewable Energy Club has already spoken to the Rec Center manager and toured the roof of the facility, but that they’re keeping their options open as to where a solar-powered system might be installed. The roof IS just one possibility.The Renewable Energy Club is
no stranger to tough engineering challenges. In 2005, the team entered in the Solar Decathlon where it built a solar-powered home. Constructed in San Luis Obispo, it was then deconstructed, shipped to Washington, D.C. for the event and rebuilt. Bulger said the club raised around $500,000 for that project, which was the club’s biggest task thus far. In comparison, he said converting Cal Poly’s pool would not be nearly as tough.“This would probably be on the back burner compared to that,” Bulger said.
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Johnson said.“If you take all the classes you need to graduate and pass them, that should be enough; there should not be an extra reejuire- ment,” animal science senior Mae Richie said.Although there are many GWR approved courses that also count for general education, students who fill the Area C4 requirement in other ways, either through transfer or study abroad, may find them­selves having to take an extra test or class. Campus policy will not allow course work from a non-CSU campus to fulfill the GWR at Cal Poly.“There is no writing require­ment after freshman year; it is important to make sure students are exiting with the necessary writ­ing skills because there is a big gap between freshman year and gradu­ation,” said Emily Cireenslate, an English graduate currently work­ing towards obtaining her teaching credential. “A lot of students have trouble with the test. It’s not just the technical people, it makes sense to test the writing proficiency of a student regardless of what their major is.”“I think that some students will be able to pass the WPE without being all-around adequate writers,” said mechanical engineering senior Paul Telford, who took the WPE this quarter.The WPE is graded holistically
by two faculty members from any department on campus on terms of how well a student was able to convey and express their ideas effectively.“Just about every dean on cam­pus has been a reader for the CiWR. I have a math faculty who are some of my most consistent readers, doing it every quarter for years,” Harrington said.The Writing Skills Center offers student review writing workshops several times a quarter and in the days prior to the WPE each quarter for students to review grammar and writing structures that will help them pass the test.“The review workshops only gets someone so far; there are so many resources available in the Writing Skills Center, like practice prompts, if you go over these you may not feel as stressed to take the WPE,” said Dennis Brand, an English graduate student and Writing Skills Center tutor.Students who take the second option and enroll in a GWR certi­fied course may have more than one chance to write a proficient in-class essay throughout the quar­ter. The majority of CiWR classes are in accordance with the Area C4 requirement and several can also count for the United States Cultural Pluralism (USCP) course.The Writing Skills Center has an extensive Web site with sample graded essays and tips to help stu­dents prepare for the WPE or the in-cla.ss essays. The WPE is not available summer quarter, the next time to take it is early in the fall.
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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7
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6
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7 3
Solution, tips, and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Obam a calk for universal 
health care coverage, paid 
for by government, 
business, consumers
Mike Glover
A S «X :iA TEI) PkESS
IOWA CITY, Iowa — Democrat Barack Obama is offering a sweep­ing plan that would provide every citizen a means to have health cov­erage and calls on government, busi­nesses and consumers to share the costs of the program.Obama said his plan could save the average consumer $2,5(M) a year and bring health care to all.“The time has come for universal, affordable health care in America,” Obama said in remarks prepared for delivery Tuesday in Iowa City.A copy of his remarks and docu­ments describing the program were obtained by The Associated Press.Obamas plan retains the private insurance system but injects addi­tional money into the system to pay for expanding coverage. It would also create a National Health Insurance Exchange to monitor insurance companies in offering the coverage.Those who can’t afford coverage would get a subsidy on a sliding scale depending on their income, and virtually all businesses would have to share in the cost of coverage for their workers. The plan that would be offered would be similar to the one covering members of C'ongress.His package would prohibit insurance companies from refusing coverage because of pre-existing conditions.Obama's plan doesn’t have the mandate that his rival John Edwards is proposing to ensure that all Americans get coverage. The 2<K)4 Democratic vice presidential nomi­nee wtnild require everyone to have health insurance, much like state requirements for auto insurance for every driver. Both candidates would require businesses to help cover their wtirkers.New York Sen. Hillary Rodham Cilinton, who oversaw a massive but unsuccessful project to overhaul the nation’s health care system while she was first lady, has promised universal health care but has yet to provide
specifics,“My plan begins by covering every American. If you already have health insurance, the only thing that will change for you under this plan is that the amount of money you will spend on premiums will be less,” Obama said. “If you are one of 45 million Americans who don’t have health insurance, you will after this plan becomes law.”Obama also called for a series of steps to overhaul the current health care system. He would spend more money boosting technology in the health industry such as electronic record-keeping, put in place better management for chronic diseases and create a reinsurance pool for catastrophic illnesses to take the bur­den of their costs off of other premi­um payers.His plan also envisions savings from ending the expensive care for the uninsured when they get sick. That care now is often provided at emergency rooms. The plan also would put a heavy focus on prevent­ing disease through lifestyle changes.In all, Obama said, the typical consumer would save $2,5(M) a year.Obama conceded that the overall cost of the program would be high, while not providing a specific num­ber.“To help pay for this, we will ask all but the smallest businesses who don’t make a meaningful contribu­tion to the health coverage of their workers to do so to support this plan,” said Obama.“And we also will repeal the temporary Bush tax cut for the wealthiest taxpayers.”Unveiling the proposal marks a crucial step for Obama. Serving in his first term as a senator, Obama often is criticized as not having the experience to be a serious candidate for the partN s nomination.Some also see him as offering more style than substance, and he’s clearly hoping that spelling out a detailed plan to offer health care for all will deflect those criticisms. Bolls also have shown that voters rank health care among their top concerns.
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Briefs
State
VALLEJO (AP) — Twowhales lost between the Sacramento River and San Francisco Bay moved several miles closer to the Pacific on Tuesday, passing under the third of five bridges standing between the pair and their ocean home.The two whales swam beneath the Carquinez Bridge and into San Pablo Bay, less than 35 miles from the Pacific. They were first spotted May 13 and got as far as 90 miles inland to the Port of Sacramento before turning around.Biologists said the saltier water where the mother humpback whale and her calf have been cir­cling has helped reverse some of the health problems caused bylong exposure to fresh water.• • •
ANAHEIM (AP) — Adevelo'per has scaled down his plan for a luxury high-rise condo-hotel near Disneyland and now wants to build a project with more condo units than hotel rooms.Derek Baak’s new proposal came as Walt Disney Co. officials and other opponents of residen­tial development in the city’s resort zone seek to ban apart­ment and condominium build­ings in the area.
National
FORT WORTH, Texai (AP) — Cindy Sheehan, the sol­dier's mother who galvanized an antiwar movement with her monthlong protest outside President Bush’s ranch, said Tuesday she’s done being the public face of the movement.“I’ve been wondering why I’m killing myself and wondering why the Democrats caved in to Cieorge Bush,” Sheehan told The Associated Press while driving from her property in Crawford to the airport, where she planned toreturn to her native California.• • •
WASHINGTON (AP) —President Bush ordered new U.S. economic sanctions Tuesday to pressure Sudan’s government to halt the bloodshed in Darfur that the administration has con­demned as genocide.“I promise this to the people of Darfur: the United States will not avert our eyes from a crisis that challenges the conscience of the world,” the president said.The sanctions target govern­ment-run companies involved in Sudan’s oil industry, and three individuals, including a rebel leader suspected of being involved in the violence in Darfur.
International
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —Three Iranian-Americans, including U.S. academic Haleh Esfandiari, have been charged with endangering national secu­rity and espionage, Iran’s judi­ciary spokesman said Tuesday.The charges, which were denied by relatives and col­leagues, were another example of Iran’s stepped up accusations that the U.S. is trying to use internal critics to destabilize the government. • • •
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia on Tuesday test-launched a new intercontinental ballistic missile capable of carrying multiple independent warheads, and a top government official said it could penetrate any defense sys­tem, a news agency reported.The new missile would mod­ernize Russia’s stockpile at a time of rising tensions with the West.The ICBM was fired from a mobile launcher at the Plesetsk launch site in northwestern Russia, and its test warhead landed on target about 3,400 miles away on the Far Eastern Kamchatka Peninsula, a state­ment from the Russian Strategic Missile Forces said.
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D o we still 
think bronze 
is beautifiil?
The perception that tanned skin is desirable might be changing, accord­ing to two new surveys that asked whether bronze skin is still considered beautiiiil.A poll of 1,004 people by The Skin C'ancer Foundation and iVillage, found that .S3 percent said they didn’t think they looked better with a tan, and 63 percent said they are not more attracted to someone who is tan.“These findings are encouraging. Once people stop linking their self­esteem to tanned skin, we will really begin making headway in the fight against skin cancer,” Dr. Ferry Robbins, president of The Skin Cancer Foundation, said in a state­ment.Results from an American Academy of 1 )ermatolog\' survey, however, found that 68 percent of 3,342 people polled still believed that having a tan makes people look healthier. But that same poll also found that more than half— 53 per­cent — do not believe that sun expo­sure is healthy.Use of sunscreen, at least on an occasional basis,jumped from 59 per­cent from 39 percent since 2003, according iVillage and The Skin Cancer Foundation. And of those who wear sunscreen, 74 percent are reapplying four to six hours later.Other tidbits from their survey:—C)nly 11 percent report wearing sunscreen on a daily basis.—Sixty-nine percent do not think a tan makes them look thinner.From the American Academy of Dermatology:—Nine percent used sun lamps or tanning beds in the past year.—More than half— 54 percent — haven’t been screened for skin cancer.—People who live in Washington, D.C., are the most savvy about healthy sun habits and people who live in Chicago ranked last out of the 32 metro areas that participated in the survey.New York, Miami,Tampa, Fla., and Los Angeles finished out the top 6ve when it came to sun smarts.
-A ssociated Press
D ying wom an wants to donate kidney in D utch 
T V  contest; government says it cant block show
A rthur M ax
ASSOC IATEO I’RF-SS
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands — A 37-year-old woman suffering from an inoperable brain tumor wants to donate a kidney before she dies and will choose the recipient from among three contestants on Dutch national television, a TV network said Tuesday, claiming it wants to highlight a crisis in organ donations.Asked to intervene, the govern­ment declined, saying it would be censorship to stop the broadcast, regardless of how distasteful — and even unethical — it might be. And it’s unclear whether the contestants are a medical match with the ter­minally ill woman, and whether the winner would be capable of receiv­ing her kidney.The publicly financed television network, BNN, said it intends to go ahead with the program on Friday, drawing attention to the hundreds of people who die each year for lack of a kidney transplant.The scheduled broadcast o f“The
Big Donor Show” reached the floor of parliament after a member of the governing Christian Democrats, Joop Atsma, questioned whether a public contest for a lifesaving organ would cross the boundary of mere­ly objectionable to actually illegal.“The information I have right now tells me that the program is unfitting and unethical, especially due to the competitive element, but it’s up to program makers to make their choices,” responded Education Minister Ronald Plasterk. 'Government interference, he said, would amount to censorship.BNN defended the program. “Some people will think it’s taste­less, but we think the reality is even more shocking and tasteless: Waiting for an organ is just like playing the lottery,” said network chairman Laurens Drillich.“The Big Donor Show” is pro­duced by Endemol NV, which cre­ated the “Big Brother” concept in 1999 and marketed it around the world, setting off the rage of reality TV.
The network identified the donor only as “Lisa” and gave no other information about her. During the show, she will hear interviews with the three candi­dates, their families and friends before choosing who will get her kidney.Viewers will be able to vote for a candidate via SMS text message, but the final determination will be Lisa’s, BNN said.Though she intends to donate the kidney while still alive, she would be free to donate other organs after her death under the normal organ allotment system, said BNN spokeswoman Marieke Saly.But there's no guarantee that Lisa’s choice will actually receive the organ.Plasterk said that as with any transplant, the tissues of the donor and the recipient must be compati­ble. “The doctors in this program can’t make any concessions on that front,” he said during a lively parlia­ment debate.“So it’s very possible that in practical terms, we’re not talking
Health officiak say man with tuberoilosis 
cx)uld have infeaed airline passengers
M ike S tobbe
ASS(X:iATEl) PRESS
ATLANTA — A man with a rare and exceptionally dangerous form of tuberculosis has been placed in quarantine by the U.S. government after possibly exposing passengers and crew on two trans-Atlantic flights earlier this month, health officials said Tuesday.This marks the first time since 1963 that the government issued a quarantine order.The last such order was to quarantine a patient with smallpox, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.The CDC urged people on the same flights to get checked for
tuberculosis.The infected man flew from Atlanta to Paris on May 12 aboard Air France Flight 385. He returned to North America on May 24 aboard Czech Air Flight 104 from Prague to Montreal. The man then drove into the United States.He cooperated with authorities after learning he had an unusually dangerous form ofTB. He voluntar­ily went to a hospital and is not fac­ing prosecution, officials said.The man is hospitalized in Atlanta in respiratory isolation, according to the World Health Oi^nization.He was potentially infectious at the time of the flights, so CDC offi­
cials recommended medical exams for cabin crew members on those flights, as well as passengers sitting in the same rows or within two rows.The man was infected with “extensively drug-resistant”TB, also called XDR-TB. It resists many drugs used to treat the infection. Last year, there were two U.S. cases of that strain.Because of antibiotics and other measures, the TB rate in the United States has been falling for years.Last year, it hit an all-time low of 13,767 cases, or about 4.6 cases per 100,0(X) Americans.Tuberculosis kills nearly 2 mil­lion people each year worldwide.
about anything here, because it’s possible this transplant can’t take place,” he said.Paul Beerkens, director of Kidney Association, welcomed the sudden attention to the problem of organ donations, but called on BNN to cancel the show now that it has gained publicity.“There are about 1,500 people waiting on the list for more than four years, so something has to be done,” Beerkens told AP Television News.“But let’s be clear:This is not the way.”Dutch TV producers have tested the limits of public good taste before.Two years ago, a private station showing a “Big Brother” series fol­lowed the pregnancy of one of the contestants, then aired the birth. Though the mother hoped to win the $540,000 top prize, she quit before the end of the show.Around the same time, BNN showed footage of their reporter snorting cocaine and then being interviewed about the experience in a talk show format.
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blunt immigration deal
Ben Feller
ASSOC:iATEl) I’KESS
GLYNCO, Ga. — President Bush attacked opponents of an immigration deal Tuesday, suggest­ing they “don’t want to do what’s right for America.”“The fundamental question is, will elected officials have the courage necessary to put a compre­hensive immigration plan in place,” Bush said against a backdrop of a huge American flag.He described his proposal as one that “makes it more likely we can enforce our border — and at the same time uphold the great immi­grant tradition of the United States of America.”Bush spoke at the nation’s largest training center for law enforce­
ment.He chose the get-tough setting as conservative critics blast a Senate proposal as being soft on people who break the law. Hoping to blunt that message. Bush emphasized that any new options for immigrants and foreign workers would not start until tougher security is in place.The presidential stop came dur­ing a congressional recess, with sen­ators back home and facing pressure from the left and right on the immigration plan. Bush’s aim is to build momentum for the legisla­tion, perhaps his best chance for a signature victory in his second term. The Senate expects to resume debate on it next week.“A lot of Americans are skeptical about immigration reform, primar­ily because they don’t think the
government can fix the problems,” Bush said.“And my answer to the skeptics is: give us a chance to fix the prob­lems in a comprehensive way that enforces our border and treats peo­ple with decency and respect. Give us a chance to fix this problem. Don’t try to kill this bill before it gets moving,” Bush told students and instructors at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center.Bush repeatedly cast the matter as one of political courage.“Those determined to find fault with this bill will always be able to look at a narrow slice of it and find something they don’t like,” the president said. “If you want to kill the bill, if you don’t want to do what’s right for America, you can pick one little aspect out of it.
“You can use it to frighten peo­ple,” Bush said. “Or you can show leadership and solve this problem once and for all.”The bill would give temporary legal status to millions of unlawful immigrants, provided they came forward, paid a fine and underwent criminal background checks. To apply for a green card, they would have to pay another fine, learn English, return to their home coun­try and wait in line.The plan also would create a guest worker program. It would allow foreign laborers to come to the U.S. for temporary stints, yet with no guarantee they can eventu­ally gain citizenship.Both the new visa plan and the temporary worker program are contingent on other steps coming
first.Those include fencing and bar­riers along the Mexico border, the hiring of more Border Patrol agents and the completion of an identifi­cation system to verify employees’ legal status.The legislation would also reshape future immigration deci­sions. A new point system would prioritize skills and education over family in deciding who can immi­grate.Georgia’s senators both played leading roles in producing Bush’s deal with the Senate. Yet they have also said they may not support the final bill, depending upon how it is amended.Bush chastised those who say the proposal offers amnesty to illegal immigrants. He called it empty political rhetoric.
‘T he V iew  goes on without Rosie after 
last weeks soat with Elisabeth Hasselbeck
Liquor ban quiets parties 
along American River
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Authorities credited a liquor ban along the American River Parkway for a peaceful Memorial Day week­end at one of the capital area’s favorite party spots.Sacramento County lawmakers banned alcohol for pedestrians — including those who stumble off rafts onto islands in the middle of the American River — after a drunken melee with oar-wielding boaters last Fourth of July left one man in the hospit.il .ind 20 jailed.“From wild to safery,” said Albert (ionzales of Rancho (airdova, ilescribing the difference between this and previous years. “ T he cops .»re contmlling. I'he p.ist couple of years, people blew it for those who just wanted to spend a good time on the river. Nmv people have to behave.”
Police and park rangers were out in force over the weekend with bull­horns and even helicopters warning boaters of the new laws. Revelers can still drink on their rafts, but not on land.Even that may change.State Assemblyman Dave Jones. D- Sacramento, has proposed a bill that would ban alcohol on non-motorized vessels between Hazel Avenue and Watt Avenue during Memorial Day, Fourth of July and Labor I )ay week­ends. The legislation passed the Assembly and has gone to the Senate for a vote.Ranger John Newby said the Memorial I ).iy ca>\\ d was smaller ft>l- low ing the luiiior ban.“The word got aniund,” he said. "We’ll see if it holds up tlmnigh the summer.”
NEW YORK (AP) — Elisabeth Hasselbeck is trying to patch things up with Rosie O ’Donnell, her for­mer co-host on ABCVs “The View,” after last week’s on-air spat.On Tuesday’s show, Hasselbeck said she and O ’Donnell were “in communication a lot,” though Hasselbeck didn’t say whether they had talked on the phone or
exchanged e-mails. Their con­frontation last Wednesday led to O ’Donnell’s early departure from the daytime chatfest.“This weekend gave us the opportunity to tackle our most important Hot Topic yet, and that was the power of forgiveness, and I believe that we’ve begun that process,” Hasselbeck said. “And so
now that enables us to move on in a very positive way ... I’m really happy about that.”Show creator and co-host Barbara Walters said Tuesday she had been sending e-mails to O ’Donnell and they remain “close friends.” Walters also said O ’Donnell is welcome back to “The View” as a panelist at anytime.
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Hej^ good looking, what s cooking?
Here are some great places in SLO County to take cooking classes
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTANC; DAILY
Want an experience that will leave you exclaiming, “Yum-o!” and “BAM! That was good”? To fulfill your inner food-loving con­noisseur (or just learn more about the joy that is cooking and have fun), check out some of these cooking classes offered locally.
D in in g  w ith  A ndré:Owner and head chef André A v e r s e n g,  who is or i gi nal l y f r o  m Avignon in S o u t h e r n  France, is passionate a b o u t  c o o k i n g .And this is something he wants toimpart to his stu­dents, teaching them not just recipes, b u t stra igh tfo r­ward tech­niques to work with.“You have to follow your heart.You can’t just learn from a book — you have to be above that. And that’s what ! want
people to learn,” he said.Though their classes may vary in focus, “they are all oriented toward the consumer,” Dining with André co-owner Christina Averseng said, of . And what the consumer has asked for (in actual surveys, no less), the consumer gets.The focus of these small, hands- on classes ranges from cooking appetizers to creating international feasts. This spring, the business is also otTermg wine and cheese pairing classes, which take place every Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. The cost, which includes complementary fondue, is $20.Dining with André is located at 1032 Bine St. in Baso Kobles. For more information, including a schedule of upcoming class­es, call 227-4100 or go to www.diningwithandre.com.
C entral C oast C ulinary:
Created by Cal Boly graduate Debbie Duggan — who will also star in a soon-to-come channel 10 cooking show, “Dinner with Debbie” — Central Coast Culinary provides a relaxing environment in which students can learn the art of cooking, or simply enjoy its results.“We’re very unique for the area because we use all fresh-grown ingredients, we cook in front of (our customers) and they eat for three hours,” Central" 'C oast Culinary manager Jerry Holate said. “It beats going out to a restau­rant.”Located at 2078 Barker St., suite 110, in San Luis Obispo, each cooking session lasts three hours. The price, which varies according to class, includes a recipe booklet, a meal and a choice of either partici­pating in or observing the meal’s preparation. Class size is limited.For more information or to reserve a space m a class, call man­ager Jerry Flolata at 440-9190 or go to www.centralcoastculi-naryandcatering.com.
Cass W inery:
Though no classes are scheduled as of now, Cass Winery does offer cook­ing classes on a regular basis. Recently, the winery — which is located at 7350 Linne Road in Baso Robles — opened a café. They are now trying to figure out how to structure their cooking classes around this addition.For more information, call Erin at '227-2888 or go to www.casswine.com.
’ Cal Poly Food  Science
and N utrition  D epartm ents:
Food science and nutrition majors, and Cal Boly students have a variety of on-campus cooking classes to choose from.The main focus of these classes is to give students scientific background on foods’ composition and nutrition­al value, and to teach students practi­cal ways in which to apply these con­cepts, food science and nutrition pro­fessor Arlene Grant-Holcomb said.“When you’re comfortable with cooking, then you’re more likely tocook,” she said. “When you are 
MONICA YAMAMOTO MUSTANG DAii.v intimated by it, then you’remore likely to eat out. We try to make stu­dents more com­fortable withcooking.”edass options, all of which include a lab component, are: FSN 121:FuntLimentals of
O  
o
6 AM
iT U R D A Y  J U N E '9T H Ylw'
Food (No prerequisite) This course alternates between theoretical aspects (such as how food properties change when food is prepared) and the prac­tical application of food preparation. The class is reserved for nutrition majors, but is opened to all students if spots are not filled.The class is offered every quarter.FSN 244: Cereal and Bakery Science (Brerequisite: FSN 125 or FSN 230) Looking at the principles of cereal chemistry and the functions of ingredients, this class also includes a production lab where these con­cepts are applied and different prod­ucts using cereal and grains are baked. This class is taught one quarter per academic year.FSN 304: Advanced Culinary Bractices and Brinciples (Brerequisite: FSN 121, CHEM 111, or consent of instructor) As an advanced class, con­cepts are taken further than before. According to its course description, there is an emphasis on the “chem­istry of starch, fat and proteins and its impact on texture, taste, flavor and appearance of fijod (and) effects of microorganisms on changes of food during preparation and storage.” Baking technology is also a focus of this class, which is taught one quarter per academic year.FSN 321: C'ulinary Management: Brinciples and Bractice (Brerequisite: FSN 121, FSN 210) Factoring in the elements of basic nutrition, FSN 321 teaches students how to select, pur­chase and prepare foods in a variety of settings.“It looks at all the different ways (someone) may need to modify a diet. Students learn how to create menus and prepare food to meet these (needs),” Grant-Holcomb explained. This class is offered every quarter.FSN 322: French Food in French (Also listed as FR 322 in the course catalog) (Brerequisite: FR 103 or consent of instructor) A blending of French language, culture and food preparations, this class teaches the basics of French cooking — in French. Since the class is taught in French and students are expected to interact with others in French, a mas­tery of the language is required to enroll. For details on these courses, call the food science and nutrition department at 756-2660.
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Book pays homage to childhood dream
Paulo Coelho’s classic novel 'The Alchemist' is short and (extra) sweet
Simple, short and beautifully written, “The Alchemist” is a book about following your dreams. Through the eyes of a young child, author Paulo Coelho shows his readers the importance, difficulty and possibility of achiev­ing lifelong goals.The protagonist, a young boy named Santiago, has spent the latter part of his childhood as a shepherd wandering throughout the land of Andalusia.Wanting to the travel the world, he has gone against the wishes of his parents, who have spent their lives saving money for him to go to a seminary. Still, the boy holds on to his desire throughout his adoles­cence.When Santiago is troubled by a recurring dream, he goes to a Gypsy to find its meaning. The dream is about a shepherd boy who
is seeking a lost treasure.The Gypsy interprets the dream's meaning, telling Santi go that he, too, is meant to find a treasure, and that he must begin his journey. The message from the Gypsy, along with the wise encourage­ment of an old king that he meets, pushes Santiago in his quest to reach his goal.The theme of holding on to a childhood dream through the endless tra­vails of life drives the story forward.Throughout the novel, some characters try to dissuade Santiago from finding his treasure, known as his “Personal Legend,” and distract him from his mission. Still, he continues on his path.
Emilie E ^er is an E n ^ h  junior. Please send any comments, suggestions or questions to mustangdaily spotlight @gmau.com
We learn the basis of the title after Santiago's encounters with the Gypsy and the king. At this point in the story, he decides to join a caravan headed toward an oasis in
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the desert of Andalusia.With the caravan, he meets an Englishman who has spent two decades in search of a true alchemist. Santiago realizes that part of his personal mission is to meet a true alchemist.During the long journey, Santiago reads some of the Englishman's seemingly endless stack o f alchemy books, learning about the intricacies of the trade. Finally, the caravan reaches the oasis, the supposed home o f the alchemist. However, before he is final­ly found, Santiago and his companions face more difficulties.The book is similar to other recent (and not-so-recent) books in its focus on an individual's quest to realize a dream. Where it differs is in its simplicity. “The Alchemist” is told as a fable, with minimal char­acters that take on roles representa­tive of larger issues. What it lacks in length, it makes up for in depth.The book's mythic storyline is intriguing and uplifting, making it an inviting and encouraging read for people of all ages. It is enjoyable from start to finish, never
focusing on the negative for very long.Because of its brevity and overall simplicity, the book is a great option for the hectic last few weeks of school, when you really should be studying, but want to take a lit­tle break for some reading.There's nothing new about the content; the story is timeless, but the setting and characters are new. “The Alchemist” presents the time- old concept of pursuing dreams in a new way, while keeping things sim­ple and enjoyable.
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Film ratings to fector in cigarettes, smoking
Elyssa Thome
T u t C alifo rnia  A (r ;if (U C -D avis)
With smoking restrictions in bars and restaurants as well as increa.sed tobacco taxes, smoking cigarettes has become nearly illegal, especially in states such as ("alifornia and New York.
Now, the anti-smoking lobby has taken on Hollywood as well.Recendy, health advocates and anri- smoking groups requested the Motion Picture Association of America include cigarette smoking in the movie-raring system. In response, the MPA A
announced May 10 that it will consid­er non-historical gratuitous or glamor­ized smoking as grounds for an “R ” raring.“Clearly, smoking is increasingly an unacceptable behavior in our society,” said Dan Glickman, MPAA chair and
Organic and Fair Trade Coffee at Juiian’s
Melissa Montecuollo
CAMPUS DINiNG STAFF WRITER
On Friday May 11, Julian’s 
ce lebra ted  International 
Migratory Bird Day. The  
purpose of this day was to 
give attention to the 350  
species of migratory birds 
that travel between nesting 
places in North, South, and 
Central America, Mexico, and 
the Caribbean. But what does 
this have to do with coffee?
Many of these migratory 
birds travel to nesting habitats 
where shade grown coffee 
beans are grown. The trees 
reduce the amount of fertilizer 
needed, allowing the coffee 
beans to be organically  
grown. This type of organic 
coffee is featured at Julians
along with Fair Trade Coffee.
According to Ju lia n ’s 
manager, Patti Reaves, a third 
of the coffee sen/ed at Julians 
is o rgan ica lly  grown so 
customers can have options. 
They have been serving  
organic coffee for over ten 
years.
“[F a ir T rad e C o ffee ] 
guarantees a minimum price 
and brings stability. W e, 
producers, are not totally  
subjected to the law of supply 
and demand. We know that 
we will be paid at least US $69 
the quintal. This guarantee 
makes it possible to plan long 
term, to invest, to develop 
technical support, in one word, 
to develop our business”, said 
El Ceibo Cooperative
producer, Felipe C ancan  
C apcha on fa irtrade.net.
Fair trade offers a fair price 
for both farmers and workers, 
provides environm ental 
sustainability, and creates 
quality products.
According to the 2002  
Annual Report nx>re than 300 
college campuses sen/e Fair 
Trade Coffee including Cal 
Po ly ,  H a r v a r d ,  Y a l e ,  
Georgetown, University of 
Texas, Oklahoma State, and 
UCLA.
Other healthy options 
offered at Julian’s include 
trans fat free muffins and 
croissants, sugar free Torani 
syrups, sugar free ice cream, 
an d  low  fa t  y o g u r t .
paid advertisement
CEO, in a press release. “There is broad aware­ness of smoking as a unique public-health concern due to nico­tines highly addictive nature, and no parent wants their child to take up the habit. The appro­priate response of the raring system is to give more information to parents on this issue.” Underage smoking had been considered in ratings previously, as well as other parental con­cerns such as sex, vio­lence and adult lan­guage. The MFAA will now include pervasive
COURl ESY PHOTO
Pending a new request from the Motion Picture smoking and situations Association of America, cigarette smoking (like that make smoking P*ck-a-day-inhding chararter~ Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas ) will beappealing to a youi audience when ratii _ films.This response is less severe than the original request, which called for any smoking in movies to warrant an “R ” raring. Matthew L. Myers, president of Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, released a statement condemning the MPAAs announcement.“We are deeply disappointed that the movie-ratings policy announced today by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) falls short of the real change needed to
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factored into determining a dim’s rating.
fails to implement the reconunenda- rion by numerous public-health orga­nizations that any new movie with non-historical smoking be rated ‘R.’” Bruce Leisrikow, adjunct associate professor of public-health sciences at the University of California-Davis, said he shared Myers’ disappointment.“I think the MPAA has made a public-relations gesture,” Leistikow said. “I mean they are willing to keep taking money to hook kids but this gives them some cover.” The MPAA reduce youth exposure to smoking in justified the moderate action in the the movies, Myers said. “This polity |viay 10 statement. Providing parentswith information, not restricting con­tent, fits with the goal of the ratings system, it viid. The MPAA also said overall depictions of smoking in non- ”R"-rated movies have already deertMsed without action fmm the organiz.ition.“in our regular dialogue with par­ents. they frequently note that (.lepic- tions of smoking in films h.ive signifi­cantly declined in recent years,” said (iliekman in the statement. “Moa'over, parents aa  very clear to us that they — not the industry and cer- tiinly not the government — should determine what is appropriate view­ing for their kids. What they want is information, and that is the action we aa  now taking.”Some adsocates for the stricter sys­tem do not think the MPAA h.is done enough. Leistikow emphasized the pmblems a,ssociated with teen smok­ing, as well as other dangers caused by smoking such as secondhand smoke and fia*s caused by discarded butts.“A lot of pressua was put on the MPAA to make a ditference,” Leisrikow said. “We would hope for much m oa considering the deadliness of the addiction they aa  fostering.” Myers emphasized the etfecriveness of Big Tobacco marketing in film in his criticism of the MPAA’s asponse.“Studies have found that smoking is far m oa prevalent in movies than in aal life and is pasented in a consider- .ibly more positive way,” Myers said. “The depiction of smoking in the movies reinforces tobacco-industry marketing and contributes in a signifi­cant way to youth tobacco-use. It is disappointing that the MPAA’s action fills far short of the seriousness of the pmblem.’’As it sLinds, smoking will not equate to an “R ” rating in movies,but movie­goers can kiok forward to “glamorized smoking’’ and “perv.asive smoking’’ listed next to “sexual content” and “adult themes” in the raring box befoa the feature pR'sentirion.
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right to  
e d t letters fo r grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentaries and car­
toons do not represent the views o f the 
Mustang Daily. Please lim it length to  250 
words. Letters should include the w rite r’s 
full name, phone number, m ajor and class 
standing. Letters must come from  a Cal 
Poly e-mail account. D o no t send letters 
as an attachm ent Please send the te x t in 
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-nrtail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com 
By mail:
Letters to  the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, SLO, C A  93407
corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pride in 
publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal 
Poly campus and the neighbonng com ­
munity. W e appreciate your readership 
and are thankful fo r your careful reading. 
Please send your correction suggestions 
to  m u s ta n g d a ily @ g m a il.c o m
notices -
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum." Student editors have full 
authority to  make all content decisions 
w ithout censorship o r advance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however the removal o f more than 
one copy o f the paper per day is subject 
to  a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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POLITICAL COLUMNS
Time for America to pull out o f United Nations
T he United Nations was originally founded in 1945 with the intention to maintain and promote peace, human rights, justice, social progress and freedom. During the course of the Cold War, the United States effectively used the U.N. as a diplomatic tool against the Soviet Union to promote freedom and peace. However, today the U.N. does not promote the goals that the organization was founded upon. In fact, it does quite the opposite.The U.N., like many organiza­tions and certain groups of people, is plagued by the idea o f “multi- culturalism.” This ideology cele­brates the differences among peo­ple and gives equal respect to all nations and cultures, regardless of their respective nature. In practice, it means treating all nations equal­ly, even if the nation is unjust or immoral.As an example of this, the U.N. gives the same status to Iran, Syria, or North Korea, which have oppressive, violent, and dictatorial regimes. These states and others like them were often elected to the United Nsftions Commission on Human Rights (UNCH). This commission often had members who had little or no respect for human rights at all. When a mea­sure came up to censure North Korea, a state that ixiutinely starves and executes its citizens, the mea­sure was defeated by nations with equally dubious respect for human rights, like Cuba, Algeria, Libya, Sudan and Zimbabwe. The com­mission has had members of the Arab bloc that practice the most brutal and fundamental forms of Sharia, and also has been chaired by Syria, Libya and Cuba.Although the UNCH was replaced recently by the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC), this council suffers from the same problems as the UNCTL The United States
opposed the creation of this com­mission for this reason, along with Israel, but was defeated. Since its creation, the UNHRC has spent most of its time condemning Israel for actions to defend its peo­ple, while blatantly ignoring the major humanitarian crisis in 1 )arfur. Likewise, as a deliberative body, the U.N. has worked to pro­tect dangerous regimes like Iran, which may be pursuing nuclear weapons, and has relentlessly criti­cized nations, like the United States, which promote freedom and democracy.While not only giving a help­ing hand to oppressive regimes, the U.N. is also an inefficient bureaucracy wrapped in continu­ous scandal. Whether it’s U.N. troops that violated human rights in peace-keeping missions by committing wide-scale rape and sexual abuse or massive abuses in the Oil-for-Food scandal that directed money into the pockets of U.N. officials and into Saddam Hussein’s regime, the U.N. leader­ship has abused its power. (Hey, you can’t spell unethical without the U.N.) Currently, U.N. peace­keepers in the Congo stand accused of at least 150 major human rights violations. As for the Oil-for-Food scandal, it could be considered not only one of the largest financial frauds in modern history, but a fraud that may have contributed to the suffering of coundess Iraqis. U.S. Senate inves­tigations conclude an estimated S10 billion to $21.3 billion went unaccounted for. In a more recent scandal, the U.S. State Department believes that Kim Jong II stole mil­lions of dollars fiom the U.N.’s Development Program, while the U.N. attempted to cover it up.Currendy, the U.N. is incapable of uking actions that promote the principles it was founded upon. Americans realize this and a Gallup poll in 2(K)6 showed that only 28 percent of Americans had a posi­tive image of the U.N.’s job perfor­mance. To be sure, the U.N. was founded upon just principles; prin­ciples that should be followed by the United States. However, the U.N. as an organization is inca­pable of carrying out this mission. Instead, the United States should act with nations that have similar values. Perhaps with the creation of a league of free nations that excludes oppressive regimes, the Untied States could more effec­tively carry out a mission of free­dom, justice and human rights.
Brian I:llcr is a malirials cnginccr- 
in<ii Junior and .Mustan'i Daily political 
cohnnnist.
Democrats turn their backs on American people
Last week. House and Senate Democrats betrayed theAmerican people.They gave one of the most unpopular presidents in history a blank check to continue one of the most unpopular wars in history. In doing so, they kicked dirt in the face of every American that voted for a new direction last November. It was one of the clearest man­dates in history — the American people wanted out of Iraq, and they thought Democrats were the ones to do it. What they got was noth­ing but lies and grandstanding.What may be even worse than the fact that this Capitulation Bill was sent to the president was the underhanded attempt by Democratic leadership to obscure the vote on this bill. Every bill debated in Congress is accompa­nied by a rule dictating the terms of that debate. By locking the core terms of the Capitulation Bill in the rule itself and only allowing blank check amend­ments during actual debate. Democratic leadership gave their rank-and-file members a chance to vote against the actual bill — while actually supporting it in a complex procedural vote. As such, 216 congressional Democrats voted for the rule that allowed this bill to proceed — 216 Democrats that kicked in the teeth of every American who voted against President Bush’s war in the 2(X)6 elections.In the meantime. Democratic leaders like Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid have the nerve to insist that the bill sent to the president is somehow an improvement. The bill contains benchmarks for success in Iraq, Reid swears, that are a vast improvement over the blind fund­ing that President Bush received from the previous Republican Congress. What Reid fails to mention is that these benchmarks are completely voluntary — there is absolutely nothing in the bill that forces President Bush to stop the war that has cost so many American lives and half a billion dollars.No, Reid, this bill is not an improvement. It is a tragic, dis­gusting piece of political cow­ardice perpetuated by the Democratic leadership. What exactly do Democrats fear by stopping a war opposed by 70 percent of the American people? What exactly do they fear by standing up to a president sup­ported by only 28 percent of
. 1 0
those same Americans? George Bush is irrelevant. The American people have abandoned him. And by giving him a blank check to continue this orgy of lost American soldiers, congressional Democrats will soon find them­selves abandoned as well.One of the most ludicrous ele­ments of the debate over ending the quagmire in Iraq is the con­cept that any bill that calls for withdrawal of U.S. troops is noth­ing but ‘‘defunding,’’ and that American troops in a vicious fire fight outside Ramadi will simply run out of bullets or gas for their Humvees. There has not been a single piece of legislation that has called for a discontinuation of funding for American troops. Legislation like the Feingold- Reid bill that was defeated in the Senate recently called for a fully funded withdrawal of all U.S. troops by March 31st, 2(K)8. To see Democratic legislators adopt the inaccurate right-wing frame of ‘‘defunding” when they explained why they voted against this legislation, and then justify their vote on the blank check submitted last week was sicken­ing.American voters will not forget the events of the last week for a long time. If anything, this was the biggest moment in Congress regarding the war since it was first authorized in 2003. It was the day when congressional 1 )emocrats took the mandate that gave them the m.ijority in both houses of Congress and ran it through a paper shredder. It was the day when Democrats contin­ued the war they promised they would end, and in doing so Ignored the will of the American people.
Zacli .-1 us fin is a political science 
Junior and .Mustanc> Daily political 
columnist.
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Cavs tie series, 2-2
Cleveland shot 27 for 33 from the free-throw line in its 91-87 Game 2 win.
Tom Withers
ASStH lATEI) HRESS
('LEVEL AND — Leliron James pushed the Cleveland Cavaliers as close as they’ve ever been to an NBA title Tuesday night.James scored 25 points as the C'avaliers evened the Eastern Conference Finals with a 91-87 victory over the Detroit Pistons.
Frankly
continued from  page 12 
was runner-up in 1976, 1983 and 1984, but couldn’t nail down a championship.A crowd of onlookers grew throughout the day as word of the unlikely title run spread. Just two games away from the Coppa Italian title game, it was standing room only.We roasted Roma and aced AC Milan. And, in the end, we met Juventus in the final leg of our jour­ney.This match would be the ultimate David versus Goliath scenario. We’re talking a one-star team against a 4.5 star team, one of the worst teams in
Valeneia
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
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Great Amenities.
• Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
• Each Bedroom is individually leased
• Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool
• Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access --------  .U K .K P .A N
• Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
• On SLO City Bus Route
• Convenient Leasing Options
• Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm
• GPA Oiscount of 5% -l0%  
for Superior Grades
• Full-time Maintenance Department
• 24 hour Staffing for 
After-Hours Assistarv«
or MaMweard Poly Open House Weekend: Sat. 10am-4pm &  Sun.
l i f  10am-2pm
555 Ramona Drive, San Luis Obispo CA 95405
tsi 805-543-1450 fax 805-543-1477
_______________  www.valenciaapartmsnts.com
Walking distance to Campus!
On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm
FIFA 2(M)5 against one of the best. It was a miracle that Hellas survived to the championship game.We knew what was necessary — a killer training montage. On went the Rocky theme song and we trained. We worked on our eye-to- finger coordination, stretched out the eyes and did laps up our stair­case. We topped it off with a Rocky- like pose on our balcony — game time.Juventus kept Lunco quiet and put one past Felogo to win the first game. However, in most soccer play­offs, there are two games and the aggregate score is taken between those two games to decide the vic­tor. We still h.id a chance.We fell back quickly in game No. 2 as Juventus scored in the fifth
minute and took a 1-0 lead into halftime. Downtriidden, we held our heads low as the players headed to the locker room.“What the hell are you guys doing?’’ our roommate yelled at us. “You need to pick your heads up and play! It’s not over!’’A slow clap emerged from the back of the room. Dustin and I looked at each other, shook our heads and clasped our hands as a sign of unity.We scored in the opening min­utes of the second half. Then came another just minutes later. However, Juventus stepped up the defense.In the 90th minute, the aggregate score knotted at two and the game destined for overtime, Lunco took a long ball m the middle of the field,
dribbled past two Juventus defend­ers and stroked one for the upper right. The ball hung in the air for a moment before splashing into the back of the net.GOCXTOOAAAAALLLLL!!!Cue the “Chariots of Fire” theme song. The next moments unfolded in slow motion. I leapt from my chair and whooped my arm around in a circular motion while yelling, “Wooooo!!!” My roommate and I embraced as the crowd went wild with jubilation.It all started with a flock of chirp­ing birds. CTne wasted Saturday later, my roommate and 1 had conquered all of Italy with the most unlikely of teams.
Note: 'litis story is loosely based on 
Saturday’s actual events.
Stanley Cup
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Like 2(M)6, the 2007 Stanley Cup Finals will be a showcase of geo­graphical extremes.(Tttawa is a hockey hotbed, the capital of Canada and a city that played home to 10 Stanley Cup champions between 1893 and 1934. Three of the top four scorers in the playoffs so far am Senators: Dany Heatley, the Canadian native acquired in a trade with Atlanta a couple sea­sons ago (21 points), young home­grown center Jason Spezza (20 points) and captain Daniel Alfredsson, the face of the Ironchise since being drafted in 1994 (17 points). Anchored in net by young goaltender Ray Emery, who made a name for himself when Dominik Hasek went down
with an injury in the 200() playoffs, the Senators represent the chance for a Canadian team to bring the Stanley Cup back to its home country for the first time since 1993, when the Montreal C'anadiens, ironically, defeated the Southern California challenger Los Angeles Kings in five games.While Anaheim has no truly meaningftil hockey legends in its sto­rybook, the team has finally emerged fiom the haunting specter of I )isney’s ownership from 1993 to 2(K)5 to become a legitimate contender.In four years, the Ducks have been to the Western ('onference Finals three times, and played for the Stanley Cup twice. Head coach Randy Carlyle has prepped his young talent for this moment, and with the steady presence of an All-Star caliber defense, this year very well could be
the year.The Stanley Cup Finals represent the best the of sport that hockey has to oft'er — speed, finesse, physicality, excitement and the realization of a dream for every athlete on the ice.While San Luis (Tbispo is no hockey mecca, there is no reason the series should be ignored. When a sports bar is featuring early-season baseball between the Reds and Birates, ask them to change the chan­nel to the action on the frozen pond.When sports talk radio is dis­cussing who is or isn’t going to show up to NFL minicamps, request that they focus on the more important issues, like who will win Lord Stanley’s towering goblet.The Stanley ('up Finals is the most exciting yearly sporting event in the world, and it deserves some respect.
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NEEDS AN “UNDER FOUR” REMINDER. DRINK RESPONSIBLY.
MOST CAL POLY STUDENTS DRINK UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING 
message brought to you by Cal Poly students based on a survey of Cal Poly n r ;
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: Sports = 11www.mustangdaily.com' 2 Poly football games tabbed Games of Week ; Desme
N l'tlk lS  IN K )kM A IU )N  k t l ’O k l
CHIC:A(’,t') — Two c:al Poly football games this tall — at UC Davis on Oct. 13 and at home against North Dakota State on Nov. 10 — have been selected as Football (diampionship Subdivision (iames ot the Week in a survery conducted by C'ollege Spsorting News.
('SN began the PC'S survey by taking nominations t'rom visitors to the CSN Web site, asking all the schools/conferences/messageboards /tan Web sites to pass the word around so that a well-rounded col­lection of games could be obtained. After much fact-checking and veri­fication, CSN finalized the list of candidates and began the official
voting. The voting ended May 25.The winning Game of the Year is “The Brawl of the Wild” featur­ing Montana at Montana State. This matchup was also selected as the 2003 and 2004 Game of the Year in CSN s survey those years.The 12 winning games were split between nine conferences.
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31 Classic sodas 
35 Go into business
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38 They’re game
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example
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48 “The Night of the 
Hunter" star, 
1955
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prefix
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group Labelle
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For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1 20 a minute, or, with a 
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Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years 1 -888-7-ACROSS 
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($39 95 a year)
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sophomore right-hander Thomas Eager was named first-team all­conference. Mustang sophomore center fielder Logan Schafer, fresh­man catcher Wes Dorrell andjunior closer Evan __________Reed were named to the second team and sophomore third baseman Brent Morel, freshman shortstop Kyle Smith and sophomore reliever Derrick Saito receivedHonorable Mention recognition.“We had a lot of guys that we knew had to step up
Check out
mustangdaily.com to hear 
the FREE Fast Break podcast 
with Ryan Chartrand and 
Tristan Aird discussing their 
picks for the top 10 sports 
stories of the year.
To listen to the 24-minute 
MP3, click on “Podcast" 
under Online Features.
Riverside center fielder joey (ionzalez won Big West Freshman Player of the Year, UC' Riverside right-hander Joe Kelly took Big West Freshman Pitcher of the Year and UC" Riverside’s Doug Smith earned Big West Coach of the Year.As for Desme, he said his family plans on coming to San Luis Obispo to join him in watching the Major League Baseball First-Year Player Draft, which runs from June 7 to S on ESPN2. Desme is expected to go no later than the third round.Entering the sea­son, more than 190 former Big West players had logged major-league experience, accordingand play a big role for us this year conference’s preseason mediabecause we had a lot ot guys leaving only ex-Mustang cur-(trom 2006), Desme said. A lot ot rently in the majors is San Franciscoreliever Kevin C'orreia, although the team’s storied history has churned out players such as Hall of Fame shortstop Ozzie Smith and former
guvs did step up and perform verv well.”Big West Pitcher of the Year went to U (' Riverside junior ace right­hander James Simmons, UC All-Star pitcher Mike Krukow.
Water Polo
continued from  page 12 
love playing.”The team also received extra support this year.“This was one of the first times
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the men’s and women’s teams real­ly supported each other,” Jenkins said. “They came out and support­ed us, and we’re going to do the same in the fall.”Cal Poly will lose four starters to graduation, which means next year could be a rebuilding year or a repeat performance, Jenkins said.“They have the potential to do just as well,” she said.
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Course offerings in SLO 
this Fail!
Interested in Graduate 
Theological Education?
Cail (800) 541-6570
CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Job Work Help Wanted 
Wholesale/Retail company is 
offering an assistant manager 
position as full time. Small office 
and great work environment. 
Flexible hours, order taking and 
processing, some product 
production work. Quick Books. 
Office, and Photoshop experience 
a plus. Call the number below 
or e-mail resume to 
Contactus@Aquaworld.net 
(805) 545-5817
The Mustang Daily is looking for 
a new Classifieds Ad Manager
Must be responsible, 
organized, and enjoy working with 
people. Part-time, flexible hours!
Contact Paul or Jackie at 
(805) 756-1143 or inquire at 
Graphic Arts Bldg 26 Rm. 226
RECREATION LEADER II 
for City of Morro Bay. Supervise 
participants during operation’ s of 
Teen Center and Skate Park. 
$8.21/hr.: 20-30 hrs./wk. 
including some nights and 
weekends. Aoply City of Morro Bay. 
595 Harbor: 772-6207
HELP WANTED
Engineering interns 
The City of Novato Public Works 
Department is recruiting 
2 Engineering interns to work this 
summer in the Engineering 
Division. One position will be in 
Private Projects/ Engineering and 
the other in Capital Improvement 
Projects. These positions are 
suitable for students with a 
background/experience in Civil 
Engineering and/or computers. 
$12.35/hour. Requires City of 
Novato Application, available at 
www.ci.novato.ca.us Applications 
Accepted Until: June 2, 2007 
For futher information, contact 
415.899.8962 or 
pvaldivi@ci.novato.ca.us
Sales —  A local jewelry store is 
hiring for F/T or P/T. Applicants 
must be reliable and highly 
motivated. APPLY IN PERSON! 
Bring resume to All That Glitters 
in the Madonna Plaza.
Modeling Opportunities 
in art, beauty and swimwear. 
See davidschoen.com and e-mail 
or call (805) 471-0875.
HELP WANTED
SUMMER WORK!!!! - $16.00 base- 
appt. Ideal for students. 
Customer sales and service. Part 
time, Full time, No experience 
necessary, training provided, 
conditions apply, all ages 17-f , 
scholarships possible 541-5100
RENTAL HOUSING
Summer Sublease $475 OBO
Own Room in 2BED IBA apt. 
on Foothill. No pets or smoking.
Close to Poly -♦■ Foothill Plaza 
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253
5 Bdrm 3.5 Bath House 
Excellent location near campus 
$2800/month (310) 373-7999
HOMES FOR SALE
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(805) 546-1990 or e-mail 
steve@slohomes.com
5 Bdrm house for sale + 2.5 acres
... includes BARN & Corral
6 Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly.
$675,000 (805) 441-6908
HOMES FOR SALE
House on Acreage available 
8/15/07-6/15/08 4 BR/2 Bath 
$2,650 - Horses and dogs ok- 
lO-minutes to campus and near 
the beach and bike trail- 550-1206
Place your Ad! 756-1143
FOR SALE
Chihuahua Puppies! Adorable long 
hair chihuahuas - 8 weeks 1 male 
1 Female $500 ea 423-0782
Books for Sale: HIST 207 SCOM 
102, Kine 280. physics 121 
Please Call: (408) 821-6253
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
YOGA AT THE SLO VETS HALL 
June 4 Aug, 6 Mondays & 
Wednesdays Beg: 5:15 p.m. Cont: 
6:30 p.m. Students $5 Info: 
772-3560
SHOUT OUTS free every Thursday
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Amanda’s Ford Keys 
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
REWARD: Lost Tl 89 Calculator 
Call Joe at (805) 234-3934
LOST Samsung phone SGH-T629 
Contact Andre: (626) 241-0523
FOUND Woman's watch near 
Foothill Blvd. Call (916) 214-5090
LOST Silver Tiffany bracelet with 
heart. Please call 705-6090
LOST brown, leather trifold wallet 
in business bldg. (831) 325-1562
FOUND Bluetooth headset in 
library. Call (916) 616-7434
REWARD for LOST Cannon Camera 
Contact Megan: (831) 521-5770
LOST iPod Nano, white, 4G 
Contact (916) 705-0564
FOUND BMX Bike, Call with 
description (858) 442-6004
Not listed? Check Lost and Found 
at Bldg. 70 or Call 756 7469
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Poly womens water polo club team 2nd in nation
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTAN(i DAIIY
After placing fifth nationally last year, the C'al Poly women’s water polo club team bounced back this season to clinch a sec­ond-place finish nationally and first regionally.This happened after a some­what difticult start, which led to a decision mid-season to fire head coach Laura Kurska and replace her with Matt Andrews, a 2006 C'al Poly graduate and former Mustang men’s water polo player.“ We got off to a rocky start,’’ said Liz Jenkins, the club’s treasur­er. “We were looking for a new coach. But it worked out better to keep the Cal Poly blood, to find someone who knew how the team w’orked. We were lucky to find someone who had been on the men’s water polo team.’’Andrews was named Coach of the Year in the Pacific C'oast region.League MV I* honors went to club president Amanda C^alhoim. Four players — C'alhoun, Jenkins, (T)lleen Scheitrum and Elisa Hooper — were named to the national collegiate club champi­onship’s first team. Kiki Miller and Koxanne Eastwood were named to the secoiul team.The team held two tourna­ments at C'al Poly and one at C'uesta C'ollege. It also tniveled to Ohio and other schools within the Pacific C'oast region, which includes other universities located in California.Earlier this month, the Mustangs traveled toWilliamstown, Mass., where they played in the national champi­onships May 9. The team placed second, losing only to Fresno State.The only other game the team lost this season — during a home tournament from Feb. 3 to 4 — was also to Fresno State.“They’ve always been our rivals, so it was hard losing to them,” C'alhoun said.As a club team, the players manage everything from finances to team traveling arrangements themselves. They also have to pay $400 to play, Calhoun said.About 30 players were on this year’s team, with only 12 traveling to games.Calhoun and Jenkins agreed that the season was particularly enjoyable compared to years in the past.“This was one of the most fun years we’ve had,” Calhoun said. “Last year was a hard year — we got fifth at nationals and there was a lot of turmoil within our team. This year we all had a lot of fun, and that’s the most important thing. That’s really why we’re here — to have fun and because we
see Water Polo, page 11
Desme joins exclusive club 
o f BigVifest Players o f Year
0 4
» •: i.
GRAIG MANTLE n i F  m o T oCal Poly junior right fielder Grant Desme takes a swing during the Mustangs’ 9*5 nonconference loss to visiting San Diego State on Feb. 2 at Baggett Stadium. He was 3 for 3 in the game.
mg the Big West in home runs (15) and KBI (53) along with totalTristan AirdMUSTANG DAIIYPast winners have included Matt Williams, Phil Nevin, Mark Kotsay, Bobby Crosby and Tom Cioodwin.And it wasn’t won by eligible players such as Jason Ciiambi, Lyle Overbay and Troy Tulowitzki.Big West Conference Player of the Year honors went to Cal Poly baseball player Grant Desme on Tuesday. The junior right fielder was the only player in the Big West with at least two at-bats per game to finish the season with a batting average above .4(M) (.405). He won the conference’s triple crown, pac-
bases (143) and was tied for third in runs scored (54).“ It’s a big honor,”Desme said Tuesday m a phone interview. “ I’m kind of speechless about it.”And the soft-spoken Bakersfield native put up all those numbers despite missing the final six games of the season with a fractured right wrist.“ I try to stay away from looking at the stats,” Desme said. “I didn’t know how I was
Grant
Desme
doing with the whole confer­ence.”Cal Poly’s Big West opponents also might not want to look at those statistics. Desme led or tied for the team lead among regulars in doubles (17), slugging percent­age (.733), walks (30), on-base percentage (.494) and even stolen bases (12).And his glove?Desme committed only two errors in 50 games for a .982 field­ing percentage.The 6-foot-2, 210-pound Stockdale High product said the award was not something he had been planning for.“It’s not something 1 came into the year shooting for,” Desme said. “It’s just something nice to have.”The award could be viewed as something of a message to the playoff selection committee, which Monday passed up the Mustangs for the NCAA Tournament despite a 32-24 over­all record, a fourth-place finish at 13-8 in Big West play and wins in 19 of their last 27 games.C'al Poly even took two of three from the Big West’s most tradi­tional power, C'al State Fullerton, which went 10-11 in the Big West but got into the tournament.While at UNI V, Williams shared the award with UC’ Santa Barbara’s Scott C'erny in 1986. It was then won in 1989 by Cioodwin (Fresno State), 1992 by Nevin (Cial State Fullerton), 1996 by Kotsay (Cial State Fullerton) and 2001 by CYosby (Long Beach State).Although neither Ciiambi (Long Beach State), C^verbay (Nevada) nor Tulowitzki (Long Beach State) won the award, they were all close, being named first- team all-conference twice each.The last Cal Poly play­er to win the award was catcher Kyle Blumenthal in 2(M)5.In addition to Desme, Cal Poly 
see Desme, page 11
COMMENTARYHave people forgotten the Stanley Cup Finals?
Justin Fassino
MUSTANG IIAILY
Nearly 15 years ago, the Ottawa Senators, one of the NHL’s original six teams, returned to the league.A year later, riding the wave of its popular movie franchise, Disney brought hcKkey to Orange County in the form of the Mighty Ducks.Now both of these teams are looking to win their first Stanley Cup of the modern NHL era.Say what you will about the NBA playoffr or Major League Baseball. The most exciting sporting event of the entire summer is the Stanley Cup Finals. Never mind the history of the trophy or the traditions of hockey.
Every minute of every game will fea­ture athletes giving every ounce of energy and effort to get their hands and names on the silver chalice.Defenseman Chris Pronger and the Edmonton Oilers came within one game of bringing the cup back to the city last year when they stormed through the playofis as the No. 8 seed, finally losing to the Carolina Hurricanes. Not happy with his situation in Edmonton, Pronger asked for a trade mere weeks after his season was over.Enter the Ducks, with a new uni­form and a group of young talent, ready for a shot at the big show. T he Oilers traded Pronger to Anaheim in
return for Joffrey Lupul, defensive prospect Ladislav Smid, and a couple of high-round draft picks. In essence, the Ducks placed all their proverbial eggs in the basket that was Pronger to get them to the promised land. Pronger, a Norris Trophy winner for the league’s best defenseman in 2(KK)-01, joined 2(K)3-20()4 Norris holder Scott Niedermayer to form one of the NHL’s most fearsome bluelines. Coupled with the return to form ofTeemu Selanne in Anaheim, sports pundits acix>ss the continent immediately awarded the Ducks with the championship before a game had even been played.
see Stanley Cup, page 10
The thrill o f victoiy
Frank StranzI
ASSISTANT SPORTS F.DITOR
Prepare yourselves for the great­est sports story — ever. By the time you’ve finished reading this col­umn, I promise you a laugh and maybe even a tear. If you don’t laugh, let me know and I’ll ghost ride my Dodge until you do!Are you ready? Are you sitting down? Are your eyes stretched and ready to do their thing? Here comes the awesomeness:With every great sports story there is a dream and with every dream comes a journey. This jour­ney began Saturday morning in a hiiuse tucked away on a side street on the east end of Foothill Boulevard. While most were still asleep, a man rose from his bed.He would’ve loved to remain in a comatose state of sleep along with the rest of his housemates, but what seemed like a flock of chirp-happy birds happened to be stationed out­side his window.“What are people supposed to do at 6 a.m. on a Saturday morn­ing?” 1 wondered.1 could’ve chosen to attack that mountain of laundry in my closet or to clean my room, but that was­n’t my destiny.1 gazed at my PlayStation 2, a long lost friend. We had spent many glorious hours together in the past, but a general disinterest in video games abruptly ended our relation­ship about six months prior.I browsed the six games in my collection and popped FIFA 2(K)5 into the console.“Just one game,” I thought.Three hours later, I was one- quarter of the way through a sea.son with Hellas Verona of the Italian Serie B, the second division of Italian soccer.A knock at the door — “Dude, can you hear those damn birds? What are you playing? Oh! FIFA? Can I play?”Brought together by boredom and a flock of chirping birds, we were ready to take on all of Italy in a quest to take Hellas Verona to Coppa glory. The C'oppa Italian (Italian Cup) is awarded to Italy’s top team. It pits teams from Italy’s A, 13, C and D leagues in one March Madness-like tournament.I did the research on Wikipedia. Hellas Verona had zero Coppa Italian trophies since the tourna­ment’s beginning in 1922.The club
see Frankly, page 10
